
MCKINNEY ISD
Learning Commons Model

STAGE WHERE WE ARE WHERE WE NEED TO GO

1 District Library Web Site pushes information one way 
- toward the student.  The result?  They ignore it.

District and campus library web site turns into a 
virtual collaborative learning commons where everyone 
is sharing resources and ideas.

1 The OPAC is a one-way information system. The OPAC becomes a resource, but not the main 
landing page.

3 Students are at the mercy of the entire Internet. Students build their own information spaces to control 
the Internet.

2 I have a book club or two depending on my time. Dozens of student-run book clubs exist in virtual 
space; student-led/adult coached.

1 Library spaces that have a single function because 
shelves, computers get in the way.

Flexibility over learning commons space so that areas 
can be easily reconfigured on demand.

Now Let’s “Flip” Even More!!Now Let’s “Flip” Even More!!Now Let’s “Flip” Even More!!

1 Students check out books from the library. Patrons download books to their personal reading 
devices using a personal log-in.

1 Library owns a collection. Access to copyrighted information becomes elastic 
access rather than ownership by individual learning 
commons. (Hint:  Reference section)

3 Specialists, such as M.R.S., Admin, literacy coaches, 
Counselors, Instructional Specialists - all with 
separate programs - keep trying to get into the 
classroom.

All specialists are either physically or virtually in the 
learning commons and form a collaborative team that 
becomes an irresistible partner to teachers in 
boosting student achievement.

2 One-to-one computing with single connection devices. Connections on a wide variety of personal devices at 
the preference of the user.

1 Library instruction/information literacy lessons taught 
by the teacher/librarian.

Student-developed information and research 
strategies developed on demand under the coaching of 
adults.

1 Bring every child up to a level of minimum 
achievement.

Every learner challenged towards excellence. It’s all 
about “beyond the minimums.”

McKinney ISD
Flipped Libraries!


